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TR-39/ PCI PIN Security Certified Auditors
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Complete an
Instant Issue Audit
to meet
these required
risk controls

Do you issue debit or credit
cards directly and manage card
data encryption keys
with 3rd party vendor's
Host Security Module

Do you issue debit or credit cards
directly and manage card data
encryption keys with in-house
Host Security Module

Yes

Yes

Your FFIEC
Cybersecurity
Risk is
Moderate

Your FFIEC
Cybersecurity
Risk is
Significant to
Most

FFIEC
REQUIRED
MATURITY
LEVEL

INNOVATIVE

SELECTED
MODERATE
RISK
CONTROLS

N/A

SELECTED
SIGNIFICANT to MOST
RISK
CONTROLS
The independent audit function
regularly reviews the institution’s
cyber risk appetite statement in
comparison to assessment results
and incorporates gaps into the
audit strategy.

Complete an
Instant Issue Audit
to meet
these required
risk controls

Independent audits or reviews are
used to identify cybersecurity
weaknesses, root causes, and the
potential impact to business units.

ADVANCED

You are required
to meet these
levels of risk
maturity

INTERMEDIATE

Industry-recognized* cybersecurity
standards are used as sources
during the analysis of
cybersecurity program gaps.

Industry-recognized cybersecurity
standards are used as sources
during the analysis of cybersecurity
program gaps.

Independent audits or reviews are
used to identify cybersecurity
weaknesses, root causes, and the
potential impact to business units.

Independent audits or reviews are
used to identify cybersecurity
weaknesses, root causes, and the
potential impact to business units.

A formal process is in place for the
independent audit function to
update its procedures based on
changes to the institution’s
inherent risk profile.

A formal process is in place for the
independent audit function to
update its procedures based on
changes to the institution’s inherent
risk profile.

Management uses the results of
independent audits and reviews to
improve cybersecurity.

Management uses the results of
independent audits and reviews to
improve cybersecurity.

Independent audits or reviews are
used to identify gaps in existing
security capabilities and expertise.

EVOLVING

Management is responsible for
ensuring compliance with legal
and regulatory requirements
related to cybersecurity.

N/A
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You are required
to meet these
levels of risk
maturity
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Do You
Provide Debit or Credit
Instant Card
Personalization and
Issuance

No

Stop

Yes

You May Be
Required to
Perform an Annual
Self-Audit

Identify
Your Card Network
from the
Table

INSTANT CARD
PERSONALIZATION ISSUANCE
SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
®

®

VISA®
Plus®
MasterCard®
Maestro®

Visa and MasterCard require compliance
with the Instant Card Personalization
Issuance Security Standards for any issuer
or third-party location where the issuer is
personalizing a Visa® or MasterCard® branded
credit or debit products using a desktop
embosser or printer. An initial and annual selfaudit is required. Results do not need to be
submitted, however Visa® or MasterCard®
may request evidence of compliance or request
an on-site review of any organization, at any
time. Individuals performing the review must
have adequate knowledge of Encryption
Controls and Audit Techniques. Failure to
comply may include fines and/or expulsion from
the network.

Pulse®
STAR®
NYCE®
CO-OP®
Accel/Exchange®

The software loaded onto any EMV chip cards
consists of apps that provide EMV functionality.
Your chip card needs Application IDs, or AIDs.
The AIDs will provide the EMV reader with the
information it needs to properly format
communications with the applications on the
chip, assist in determining transaction routing
and communicate with the application on the
chip. Most of the debit networks have licensed
common AIDs from Visa® and MasterCard®
that enable routing to any network licensed to
use that AID. The use of one of these licensed
AID’s requires compliance with the Visa® or
MasterCard® Instant Card Personalization
Issuance Security Standards as detailed
above.
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